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ABSTRACT: Many students start their academic careers at community colleges. After a year
or two, they transfer to a university to complete their-undergraduate degrees. Students
who make poor course selections at communi-

ty colleges may find that some of their course
credits do not transfer to the universi-ty programs of their choice. A decision support system was developed to help community college
students (1) understand the structure of university -undergraduate degree programs, and
(2) identify community college courses that
meet university requirements. The system is
designed to be easy to use and attractive for
the typical community college student. It was
consiructed by a team of three undergraduate
MIS students over the course of a single semester using a Windows-based hypermedia tool.
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oday's educational environment is increasingly diverse, particularly for urban universities [l]. Students starting college can choose
between the main campus of a traditional
four-year school, a branch campus, or a community college. Some begin at community
colleges because of their proximity and low
cost1 and later transfer to a four-year school.
Naturally, these students want to transfer all
of their course credits and meet as many university requirements as possible. However, informing students of transfer issues is quite difficult for universities.
A computerized transfer advising system
(TAS) is a decision support system to help
students understand the transfer process. A
system that is useful and easy to use could
substantially help students better plan their
community college courses. A TAS can also be
more available and less expensive than a human counselor.
This paper describes a TAS that helps Oakland Community College (OCC) students
understand the process of transferring to Oakland University (OU). The TAS described
here is noteworthy in four respects. First1 it is
an inter-organizational system. The university
supplied the developers and a workstation
while the community college provided space
in its adviSing center. Advisors at both institutions cooperated in identifying· system requirements. Second, TASs are not common.
Advisors at both institutions were unaware of
any other systems of this type.
Third, the developers used emerging multimed.ia G~I technology to create a very polished and easy to use system. Students need
only a mouse to use it so its workstation has

no keyboard1
Fourth1 three undergraduate MIS students
developed the TAS during one semester. They
did all requirements analysis1 design1 programming and testing. They had no experience
with GUI or multimedia tools before the project but still built a high quality product. This
attests to the u;ability of the tools and the
students' ability.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Oakland University (OU) is a state-supported university with 12,500 students about
25 miles north of Detroit. About half its undergraduate business students transfer from
another institution. Many come from local
community colleges1 such as Oakland Community College (OCC) 1 a two-year institution
with courses designed to meet a university's
general education requirements.
After initial discussions with OCC's counseling staff, it was decided that both OU and
OCC would be served by a TAS. The initial
project was to develop a system for the counseling center of one of OCC's five campuses.
Because usage of the TAS would be voluntary, advisers and developers felt it needed to
be both highly useful and easy to use. Recent
research suggests that an,individual's intention to use a sysfem voluntarily is highest
when the system is useful and easy to use [2].
The student's attitude to the system and the
university might also be improved if the
system were attractive.
The TAS's usefulness in supporting students' decision processes depended on a number of factors. Most importantly, the system
should help OCC students understand OU's
requirements and show them Which OCC
courses satisfy those requirements. They also
need to understand the structure of the undergraduate program to help them se~ why
taking some courses might not benefit them.
They need a general description of the university (location, services1 philosophy, etc.) to
help make their transfer decisions. The system
should also answer frequently asked questions
about the transfer process and university. Finally, the TAS would be more useful if the
students could print information for future
reference.
Ease of use was also important. Some potential users would not have taken any computer courses yet. Further most would be casual users1 perhaps accessing the system only
once or twice. The system should thus be easy
to learn as well as use.
Finally1 the system should be attractive.
Many students are becoming used to high
quality software. Those with computer experience would expect a polished, professional
1
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